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ABSTRACT 

Harr:onic generation of surface acoustic 11aves (SA\~) is a useful tool for stud:·in~ surface 
microcrack initiation during fatigue of high strength aluminum alloys. We have developed a 
r:10del \~hie~' relates the length and density of such r . .icrocracks, initiaterl during fatigue, \·lith 
SAW harmonic generation signals. It was found that the resulting quantitative relationship 
het\'leen the acoustic data anci the re11ainina fatigue life is accl!r·ate to v1ithi11 5:: over the last 
50f of the fatigue life, spent in the microcrack initiation phase. Extensive tests are now 
underway to study the general aprl icabil ity of these concepts to a wide range of higl:-strength 
Al alloys. Furthermore, we have started to separate the various contributions to harmonic 
generation from 1::icrocrac! s that are sr.1aller than the average srain C.iar.:cter, fror.J those that 
have been able to grow out of the grain of their origin. These considerations are important in 
that tbey (1) provide rletai lerl insi~ht into the rrocess of fatigue damage and (£:) r:!aj' ir:1prove 
our remaining life prediction capability, particularly during the first 90% of the total fatigue 
life. This concept secns to ~ave applicability to the "Retirer.1ent for Cause" prograr:1 of the Air 
Force. 

I i!TRODUCTI ON 

The objective of the present work is to 
establish a procedure for the prediction of the 
rer::aining life of an originally Sl.lCCth, unfla\JCd 
metallic component. Extensive scanning electron 
microscopy (SD~) Itgdies on certain aluroinur. 
alloys have shown - that the presence of 
intrinsic defects in the r:1aterial such as 
brittle intermetallic inclusions, will lead to 
the nucleation of microcracks during fatigue of 
these alloys. After nucleation the microcracks 
gr011 into the r .. atri x, interact ~lith the grain 
boundaries, and eventually coalesce with other 
microcracks to fcrr:1 a r.~acrocracl: 1~hose sub
sequent growth wi 11 finally terminate the 1 ife 
o~ the specir:1cn, as discussed extensively !~ 
r·iorris and James in this volume. Furthermore, 
it has already been shovm th,lt sir:1ple analytical 
models of crack nucleation, early crack growth 
and coalescence in alur.;i nur.1 illloys are ahle tc. 
describe the fatigue failure process, yielding 
mean a.nd scatter of the 1 ife even as th7 [llenn 
grain diameter of the alloy is changed. ,,, 
These 1~odels, 1·1hich are the basis fot· a r;,onte 
Carlo simulation, relate the probability of 
nucleation and rate of early cracl. prorasation 
to the alloy microstructure in the vicinity of 
an initiation site. Further studies are under
way to improve these models. 

Such knowledge of the development of 
fatigue damage is one necessary input for a 
successful life prediction, prior to the for
mation of the macrocrack. The J1Jonitoring of 
this dar::age, using a 110ndestructive testing 
n~thod, forms the other input. Present day, 
standard nondestructive testing methods urc, in 
general, not sensitive enougl1 to detect sue h 
microscopic da1.1age before the ultimate r.~acro
crack is forr:1ed. Therefore, and in parallel to 
the af'ove invest i gat i or.s on the r;:i c roscoric 
events leading to ultimate failure, evaluations 
on ne1~ nondestructive testing 1.1ethods capable of 
monitoring

0
these microscopic events have been 

perfomcd. ~ One of these methods, the 
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sencration of harrnc:nir:s in srwface acoustic 
\~aves, has been extensively studied and 11as 
found to be scnr~tt~c to microcracks developed 
during fatigue. - In the following a 
tentative relation i'etr:ecn the harmor1ic 
generation and microcracking parameters is 
sus'Jest.:d artd tested, leadin<J to a scr.li
quantitative prediction of the remaining life 
for a hi~li-strength alur-tinl!m alloy. At tl;e 
present time it is believed that the remaining 
life prediction is dCcurate to within 5% over 
the last 50% of the total fatigue life, starting 
with a smooth har specir.~en. This is certainly 
an improver:1ent over present day fatigue life 
prediction capahil ities, whicl1 can onl~- be 
applied after the formation of the macrocrack. 
Since the c5itical fla11 sizes in r:etals nay be 
quite small~ (low fracture toughness r:1aterials) 
the present results susgest that han;onic 
generation may be a useful tool for early crack 
detection and that the suggested procedures r,·,ay 
be applicable to prograr:1s such as the 
"Retirement For Cause" prosrara of the Air 
Force. 

8ACI:CR0Uiill 

The generation of second harr;1onics by 
surface acoustic waves durin~ fatigue of a high 
strengtr0 al~ldinur" alloy hr.s recently f~een re-
ported. - The enhanced generation of a 
second ltarr.:onic 11ith fati~ue is attrihutec to an 
increased anelasticity of the surface due to 
devL:lOI'ment of surface microcracks. Considering 
a surface crack as an unbonded interface, a 
possible mechaniSI'I for tliis generation is the 
di start ion that the fundamenta 1 .surface wave 
experiences as it l'ropagates a';ross the unbonderl 
inti~face. The effect was predicted by Richard
son ~ v1ho calculated the har:.;onic ar.;pl itude 
generated by the opening and closing of an 
unhanded interface between two semi-infinite 
solid materials for the particular case of an 
incident pi anc, lon~)itudinal hull~ wave. These 
calculations indicate that the harmonic 
aenerati,Jn efficiency cier'ends strongly on the 



external applied stress, and that under optimum' 
conditions (close to zero applied stress) the 
second harmonic amplitude is larger than 17% of 
the fundamental, exceeding by far all generation 
fro~ other no~Jinear sources, s~~h as lattice 
anharmonicity or dislocation. It is 
believed at the present time, that si1:ilar 
considerations are applicable to the harmonic 
generation of surface Haves, as will be 
discussed in the follmting. 

The experimental set-up to determine 
harmonic generation in surface waves as a 
function of fatigue was extensively discussed in 
Ref. 12. Briefly, a fundamental SAW (5 MHz) was 
transr:litted acr·oss the gauge section of canti
lever beam specimens (Al 7075-T6) that vtere 
fatigued in flexure. The tapered ueor:Jctry 
generates a uniform surface stress and thus a 
fairly homogeneous rlensity of microcracks (how
ever note that the through-the-thickness stress 
districution is non-uniform). 

The amplitude of the second harmonic 
(10 f~llz) was ~:easured at several increr.1ents ()f 
fatigue. This second harmonic signal is at a 
maxir:1un close to zero surface stress (the speci
men being under static load during the 
rneasurel7lent) and this Hlnxir.JUm increases with 
expended fatigue life, consistent with the, 
formation of microcracls 1 ~uring fatigue. A 
summary of these results is shown in Fig. l, 
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Fig. 1. 1:amtH1ic generation as a function of 
percentage of life in initiation for 
three different cyclic stress ar::pli
tudes (Ref. 12). 

in which the change of the peak value of the 
second harmonic i.s given as a function of the 
fraction of expended life in the initiation 
phase of fatigue, which is here defined as that 
part of the total 1 ife necessary to rroduce the 
first large microcrack having a length of 
approximately 50C ]Jm. /'.ctual total numhcrs of 
fatigue cycles applied to each specimen are 
given in Table I. The curves presented are 
basically "raw" data since a portion of the 
second hamonic generation is obscured hy the 
changes in attenuation the SAvJ experiences due 
to scattering at the microcracks. In order to 
unfold these competing effects, a simple 
analysis has been r1ade tal~ing attenuation 

Total nur.1ber of fati~ue cycles applied to produce a lor•gt:st raicrocrack of 
500 •m· 
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Stress Level Fati~ue Cycles 

0.59ayield 22,000 

o. 76ayield 8,000 

0. 9ayield 2, 500 

effects into account.l2 1\ssune that the funda
mental is attenuated according to 

vthe;·e 1'.1 (o) is the (constant) fundar.lental 
amplitude generated by the transmitter. a1 is 
the attenuation coefficient of the funda1.Jonta 1 
and x the propagation distance away from the 
transr;litter. Get11een x and x +llx the incriZ 
mental second harmonic generation would be 

( 1) 

(2) 

with 8 being a coefficient of secc,nd han10nic 
generation efficiency, a2 the attenuation of the 
second harmonic and n the pmter relatiOIIShir 
beh1een the second harmonic and the fundamental 
amrl itude. Integration over the total pat'l
length, ~.yields the received second harmonic 
amplitude 

(3) 

in which the integration constant is determined 
b~' the second liurr:1onic contributions from the 
lattice anharmonicity and dislqcation harmonic 
gencrat ion. In r;revio~s 11or!: '- it was ohs"rved 
that the effects of attenuation are appreciable 
only if tl:c interrosated surface of speci~<:en is 
under tension or, in other works, if the cracks 
are fully oren. The rresent work is concerned 
only vtith the development of the maximum in 
harmonic generation, vthic!· occurs close to zero 
surface stress (see Fig. 1). Therefore both a1 
and a2 will he neglected in the follmting 
discussion. Furthermore the harmonic generation 
data 11i 11 be norr~a l i zed to the value ohta i ned 
prior to fatigue, so that the integration con
stant in Eqn. (3) is equal tc- 1. Under these 
simplified conditions 



N 

(4) 

The sccon<i hanrcnic r1eneration coefficient ~ is 
the quantity that is related to the microcrack
ing raral7leters, ir~portant to a successful 
fatigue life prediction. 

Such Lricrocr·acl i ng r;arancters !·ave beer. 
obtained frol71 each of the specimens inter
rogated, using scr: and in sor.;e ca~es, us in'] 
optical microscopy. Since most of the cracks 
are partially closcri, it \Vas r·,ecessary to loar! 
tl.e specime~ in.tension for easy observation of 
the crad s. 

2 
fll stograr;rs of the cracking density 

A (cracks/em ) as a function of crack length 
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Fig. 2 f:istosrar;, of the crackin~ density as 
a function of crack length. 

(2c) ~1ere then obtained, an example of which is 
sho\Vn in Fig. 2. Such histograms as a funCtion 
of fati:Jue should contain all inforr.Jation 
necessary to determine the harmonic aeneration 
coefficient ll • In the wc:rl· rerorted here, 
deta!led.histograms have been taken only after 
term1nat1on of the harl7lonic generation exreri
~e~t~ (!00% of the fatigue life expended in the 
1111t1at10n phase). Histogra~~s of He 
interr.rediate states have been obtained using a 
tt;ontB Carlo sinrulation of r.ricrocr·acl: develop
ment for the particular microstructure of the 
alur.rinur.r alloy used. In all cases, the calcu
la~ed histogra~s matched the experimental ones 
qulte well. S1nce the t~onte Carlo sir.rulationtJ 
is based upon actual crack nucleation and earlu 
grm:th riata on aluui:our.; allo~·s, there is ever/ 
reason to believe that this interpolation 17lethod 
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rdl:c~s the actual r:ricrocrack dev~elo1:r.rent \·lith 
suff1c1e11t accuracy, and, in the few cases 
studied so far, this speculation lras been 
confirmed. 

RESULTS 

A. Life Tir.:P. Pre•:iction in Initiatiorr - In tlk 
following, an attempt is made to relate the 
seconri harr.1or,ic generation data to microcrackin<J 
parameters, a step necessary to arrive at a 
~u~c~ss~ul fatigue life prediction during the 
1n1t1at10n phase of fatigue. To arrive at such 
a re' at ion the assur.1pticn was mar.e that hanronic 
generation occurs where the fracture surfaces 
contact each other gently. This area of contact 
is schematically shmm in Fig. 3 as a dark 

CLOSE[) WITH SMALL 
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TIGHTLY CLOSED 
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PART! CLE 

a 

STRESS AX! S 

Fig. 3 Repres~ntation of a partially closed 
crack. 

?anr. •. It !s this r~sion of lr.~ contact stress 
1n ~h1ch R1ch~rrison s analysis .would be qual i
tatlvel.)' appl1cable. As arr external tension or 
compression stress is applied, the crack will 
start to open or close. If the stress is high 
enough, harmonic generation wi 11 cease to occur 
for _roth tension and co171pression. Semi-quanti
tatlvel.)', the second harmonic amplitude 
gen~rateci per· r.ricrocrack should then be propor
tional t~ the crack length (2c). For any length 
el c:ro~ent 1n the path of the S/\W of v1id~!i d the 
microcrack density of A cracks per cr.1 will make 
an infinitesimal cr.ntribution to the lrarr.;onic 
generation given by 

(5) 

Ir. Eqn (5), E (i'c) is the total crack len<·tf, 
interrogated by the SAl~ and F = d.l1. (.11. = tot a 1 
pa~\1 l~noth). In tl~e follm:in~ the quantity 
1/F E(Lc) .w1ll be s1mply defined as (2cA), where 
A r'aY be lntc~rprcte,: as thl cracking dursity. 
Therefore 



l1At' d{2cA )11x. (6) 

Integration over the tot~ path length (assuming 
that tl~ attenuation is negligible) and 
combining Eqns. {4) and {6), yields 

B"' d(2cA) 

[111(C)J n 

so that the relative change in harr.10nic 
generation (due to microcracks) is given b~· 

(7) 

(8) 

1~here k is a proportionality co·nstant. The 
quantity F(2cA) r:<1y be interpreted as tile total 
crack length, seen by the SAW, which can be 
obtained either· by direct experimental obser
vation or from the Monte Carlo simulation (which 
is based on expcri~Ental rlata as pointed out 
before). First results, obtained by a compari
son of the harmonic generation data taken at 
crmax = 0.9 cryield (see Fig. 1), with the total 
crack length, Cis ofitainect fror.1 a t'lonte Carlo 
simulation, verify the prediction of Eqn. (8) 
satisfactorily, as sho~m in Fi!J. 4. 

In addition, the Monte Carlo simulation 
yields infomation about the relation of tile 
quantity (2cA) and the fraction of life spent in 
fatigue, Ni. The result, for the sa~>1e specimen 
as previously discussed, is shown in Fig. 5 
which can be express~d C)' the empirical relation 

(9) 

at least above ahout Ni = 0. 5. In Eqn. (9) the 
quantity (2cA)t is primarily _related to the 
total crack length at the po1nt 11here 100::. of 
the fatigue life in the initiation phase has 
been spent. Cor1l">inin!) Cqns. (8) and (9) yiel<is 
the remaining fatigue life 

Mli = 1-tli (10) 

to be 

(11) 

From the Monte Carlo simulation a value F(~cA)t 
= 14.3 n~ is obtained for the experimental 
cor1(1itior:s un1er rtiscussion and from Fig. ~. 
k = 0.245 mm- • Using the second harr.;onic data 
(at crr;rax = 0.9~yield) frof!l ~i~. 1,_tlrus }:iclds a 
measured fractnm of rema1mng fat1gue l1fe, 
Mlmeasur:ed• 1:1hich can b~ ~omr•ar:ed 1_1it~ ~h~ . 
actual tract1on of rema1n1ng l1fe 1n 1nlt1at1on, 
M:actual· lis shown in f'ig. 6, 11r~actual and 
11Nme sured (usinq Eqn~ 11) b~si~al 1~ tallow a 
one-~o-one relat1onsh1p to 111tlnn :.~. anove about 
50% of expended fatigue life. [lela~/ so:' of 
exr•cnded fatigue life, r!cviations scm to he 
mainly caused by the statistics of nucleation 
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and eat·ly ~radii 1·.ithin the fir~t grain. The 
above analysis appears to be applicable, how
~vcr, as soon HS the lon~est cracks overconw the 
first grain boundaries. Indications for this 
tra11Sition at .5G~; 1 ife expended becor,;e rtuite 
apparent by splitting the quantity (2cA) into a 
part that contains all cracks snaller than D, 
the mean grain diameter, and a part that con
tains all cracks lar~er than D: 
4r-------.-------.-------~------. 

3 

.... 2 
"N 
<( 

Fig. 4. 

4.1 8.2 12.3 

F(2C A). mm 
Harmonic generation data as a 
function of total crac~ len~th 
F (2cl1). 

PERCENTAGE OF LIFE IN INITIATION 

Fi!J. 5 The quantity F(2cl1) as a fu~ction of 
life in initiation at 
0 max = C.C:cryiclrJ 

(2cA) = (2cA)2c<D + (2cA)2c>D 

16.4 

(12) 

The result is sho1m in FiG• 7. After an initial 
gro~1th, the quantity (2cA )zc<D stays about 
ccnstdnt a!•ove 5c~·. of 1 ife r:xi•r::ndcd. At the 
same t ir.1e (2cA )zc>D starts to grow rapidly. 
Bast;d Ui-Oil this separation it is possible to 
express the quantity (2cA)t in Eqn. (11) in the 
follo1.in·~ \;ay (v1itli01.'t gain~ into the 
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details). F0r a material of mean srain siz.: 
diameter D = 70 ~m (as investigated in the 
present I>'Ork) the ~ ongest crack .. after H1D% of 
life have been expended in initiation, has a 
size 

(13) 

(where l.:t is the cracking density of all cracks 
that are larger than 0), 
and since, in the present case, 

(14) 

we obtain 

(15) 

b. N ACTUAl 

Fig. 6 Comparison of remaining fatigue 
life, llNr:;easured• det~rmined 
from harmon1c generat1on data, 
versus Mactua 1• 

These quantities irr Eqn. (15), as ortairred from 
actual SEM and optical microscopy, are given in 
Table II for the three stress levels at which 
harmonic generation data have been obtained. 
These data shOIJ that Eqn. (15) holds reasonably 
well at the lower stress levels. Some deviation 
at aLJaX = 0.9avielct is caused by the fact that 
the largest cracKs on this specimen started to 
groH predominantly at the specimen edges outside 
the region of microscopy. Indications are, 
hm1ever, that the quantity (2cA) , 11\:ich is 
related to the total crack lengt~ (thus includ
ing all cracks, even the ones that are unimpor
tant to failure) r.ray be replaced by the product 
of length and density of the cracks, ir.rportant 
to failure. 

Even of r.rore interest r.1ay be the last 
column jn Table II. On all specimens, subjected 
to a wide range of fatigue stress levels, .. we 
find that the quantity (2cA)t is basically 
independent of a1,;ax. Si nee 1 t is to be expected 
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thdt the values for 1: and F in Eqn. (11) ar·e 
also independent of ama~· the harmonic 
9t!neration si.?L"lrl 1::-e lnuepenc:!ent of ar.1ax• .a 
result which 1s basically observed, as ev1denced 
by Fi~. l. 

R. Life Til.,e in the Propavaticrr rhase - In 
order to confirm the previous statement, that 
for smooth bar specimens th~ major part of the 
total fatigue life is spent in initiation, 

.I.6lli...il. 
Cracking Parameters as a Function of Maxir.~um Fatigue Stress Level 

0 max (2clt ~~-2 (2cA)t
2 mm r.m Cr.t 

--
0.59 a yield 0. 75 341 95. 7 

0. 7& a yield Oa SG 492 131.7 

--
0• 9 a yield 0.40 175 90.7 

0 20 
PERCENTAGE OF liFE IN INITIATION 

Fig. 7 The separation of the quantity F(2cll) 
into a part for which all cracks are 

sr.ra ll er than D and a part for V~hi ch 
all cracks are larger than D. 

specir.1ens that had been pre-fatigued in flexure 
were exposed subsequently to unidirectional 
tension - tension fatigue (thus avoiding the 
non-uniform through-the-thickness stress distri
bution experienced in flexure). After pre
fatigue, the tapered geometry of the specimen 
1~as chan:)ed to cne of uniform cross section, to 
give the longest crack, which may be anywhere 
alons the taperer. section, a chance for further 
growth, leading to failure of the specimen. 



Three specir:u;ns \Jere preparect, as indic<>ted in 
Table III. A first one was not exposed to pre
fatigue at al1, a scconct one was rre-fatiguerl to 
N· ~ 0.65 (1800 cycles) and a third one to Ni 1 
(hoc cycles) at cr 1 ~a" = 0.9 cr"ield' ~.s expected 
the second speci~en containedJcracks, the 
longest one having a size of the r..ean srain 
diameter. The longest crack of the third speci
men had grown to a surprisingly large size· 
(1400 11m). 

For a lifeti~e !Jrec1iction it is imr;ortant 
to know the crack depth a. Certainly, the 
aspect ratio is smaller than the usual value of 
0.5, which is the equilibrium value in a uniform 
stress field over the total '.ross section, since 
in flexure the stress goes to zero at the needed 
axis. \·Je estimated, therefore, that the cracks 
grown in prefatigue may have an aspect ratio in 
the vicinity of 0.3, yielding the crack deptl, 
estimates given in Table III. Failure is 
assunred to occur as soon as the longest cr.~d, 
achieved during prefatigue, regches the backface 
of the specir.:en, thus yielding 

liN = p 
2 

( m-2 )A ( Bllcr) 1'1 

(16) 

0 
where~= 2.8, A= 1.6 x 10-u, C a geometrical 
factor ~chosen for a part-through crack), llcr = 
350 Mtlm- , a the initia~ crack depth and d the 
specimen thickness ( 1.5 mr~). As may be seen 
from Table III, the calculated lli·: 0 for the third 
specir.1en is somewhat too high (by 1 about a factor 
of ~5). This overestimate is to be expected, 
since we used a (straight line) "Paris Equation" 
which does not account for the sigmoidal shape 
of the actual da/dN versus M: curve. Further
more possible coalescence of the longest crac~ 
with other microcracks has not been taken into 
account. Fror.r this point of vie1·1, we have to 
consider the agreement bet1teen the calculated 
and observed lli~p as reasonuble. Most ir.1portant, 
however, is the observation that the remaining 
1 ife of the third specir.:en, liN0 ,•S('rved 350 
cycles, is indeed short 11ith respect to the 1 ife 
in initiation. Conparin9 the data for the 

specimen fatigued at cr,,,-x = C'. 76 crvield (see 
Table I) with the ones aGcive indicates that for 
fatigue at a crmrurahle stress level only about 
5~ of the total life is spent in the propagation 
ph ace. 

Table I [I also shows that the discre!Jan·.J' 
between the calculated and observud 4N becomes 
wors(~, the sr:wller til longest cr· ck, ano it is 
quite clear, that the simple minded fatigue life 
predict~on l:c:cones r.~ore anci r:;orc: inad,_quilte. It 
is satisfying, h01~ever, that the ohs2rved l'IN

11 
bec<.r,Jes lar·c:;er, the smaller the lon~est crack. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The presented work is an initial attempt to 
devt>lOI' il life pr·ediction r.:ethodol~y in the 
initiation phase of metal fatigue. This method
ology is bas<~d uron the relatic-n betiJeen micro
crack development and the outputs of a nondes
tructive testin~ method, in the present case 
harmonic generation. It is clear that improve
ments are necessary, particularl 0' i11 descrihi::g 
the functional relations of microcrack density 
and length of tl~ lunyest crack on one hand and 
the remaining life in initiation on the other 
hand in a more appropriate statistical fan:, 
rather than in an er.~pirical one. However, even 
in tl;e present forr:1, it seems possii·le, to take 
the microstructural parameters of the alloy 
investisated into full consirlLration. Further 
work is also needed to pinpoint the exact 
mechanism of har·nrcnic generation at fatinue 
cracks, presently thought to b~ due to the 
openins and clnsins of the cracks. 

However, ~1e believe we have shown, that 
fatigue life prediction in ~etal~ is possi~le 
over the last 50% of the life spend in 
initiation, whicl, is a vast inr!Jrove"'ent over 
present day technology. It is thus believed, 
that ti1e d•=velnped methodolos_y may be applicable 
to programs such as "Retirement for Cause" in 
whlch early fatic:;ue crack tietecticn is 
necessary. 
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TIIBLE II I. 

Calculatect at observe~ remaining life in tension-tension fatiguu of prefatigued specimens. 

Tension-Tension conditions: llcr = 350 r1Nm-2, 0 yield = 500 r1Nm-2• %IT 1.6 X 10-8 (1'11~)2.8 

2c (1Jm) a (IJ!.I) I'lL Stqr~ liN liN~ 
Speci"1en (Otpically) (Estimate) (t!Nrn-,.,f ) (Obsereed) (Calcul ted) 

No l'refatigue ( Ni = 0) 0 0 0 6420 

1800 Cycles (Ni 0.65) 70 20 3.3 3560 5.0 X 104 

---·--·- ---.-.--- ... -··-

2700 Cycles (Ni 1) 1400 400 11 350 890 

···---··--
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SUMMARY DISCUSSION 
(Otto Buck) 

Gordon Kino (Stanford University): Can you tell me why there is anN squared rela
tion for the life prediction curve? 

Otto Buck: You mean, why does (2c/l) increase with N squared? No, I cannot at the 
present time. 

Gordon Kino: It's empirical? 

Otto Buck: Yes. It's empirical. 

Alastair Morton (NSRDC): Did you look at any other methods of fatigue life prediction 
other than this one before you started? For example, any dislocation density 
measurements? Is there something in the literature that relates to degree of 
hardening due to dislocation density changes in the surface layers with the life? 

Otto Buck: What, we are looking at right now are residual stresses in the surface 
and the change of those with fatigue and you can see these effects using X-ray 
or acoustic 'techniques. In direct answer to your question, we have looked at 
dislocations in pure aluminum and there are indications th~t the acoustic 
harmonic generation changes due to a shakedown of the dislocation structure 
during fatigue, but I don't think that these are, at least in the high-strength 
aluminum alloys, overriding effects because of dislocation repinning. There 
are certain materials, high purity aluminum, e.g., where you can see slight 
effects on the attenuation, but these are very small. The major attenuation 
effect in the present case stems from generation of the microcracks. In 
general, I believe that in materials where immediate dislocation repinning is 
possible, you should be able to see dislocation rearrangements (fatigue 
hardening or softening). The only method that I know of, that is not hampered 
by this problem, 'is positron annihilation, because it does not require dis
location mobility. In addition, and if you are lucky, you may be able to use 
an eddy current method, but that may require low temperatures to see effects 
due to dislocation re~istivity. 

# # 
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